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ALL QUESTIONS MUST BE TICKED (where Yes is ticked, expand on page 7)
Y
Are there issues around separation/divorce, regardless of timescale?
Are there any child contact issues?
Have threats been made to the victim? (Consider any possible HBV issues)
Has the victim been stalked/harassed? (By the perpetrator or associated 3rd party)
(If yes, see checklist on back page and use professional judgement to categorise risk.)
Were children present? (If so, where?)
Did children witness the incident?
Breakdown ‘Y’ Ticks
Is the victim pregnant/new birth (child under 1 year)?
Is the victim a repeat victim?
Does the victim have mental health issues?
Does the perpetrator have mental health issues?
Is the victim unemployed?
Is the perpetrator unemployed?
Has the perpetrator ever self harmed/threatened to self harm/threatened suicide?
Does the victim deny an assault has taken place (when there are signs of an assault)?
Were the victim and perpetrator violent to each other?
Was violence used in self-defence?
Alcohol present (perpetrator only)
Alcohol present (victim only)
Alcohol present (both)
Drugs present (perpetrator only)
Drugs present (victim only)
Social ‘Y’ Ticks
Drugs present (both)
Is the victim socially isolated? (Consider any possible Honour Based Violence issues)
Is the victim un-cooperative?
Does the victim appear afraid? (Please note demeanour)
Does the victim feel they are at risk? (If yes, give details)
Is there emotional abuse present? (Consider any possible HBV issues)
Is there financial abuse present?
Is there extreme jealousy present?
UNREPORTED previous incidents? (If so, how many?)
Have the incidents escalated in terms of severity and/or frequency?
Does the perpetrator have a recorded history of violence?
Has the perpetrator ever been (or threatened to be) violent to the children?
Has the perpetrator ever been (or threatened to be) violent to pets?
Has the perpetrator ever sexually abused the victim or been sexually inappropriate?
(including threats)
Was there damage to any property/belongings?
Was there physical violence?
Did the perpetrator strangle/attempt to strangle or place hands around the victim’s throat?
Was a pre-meditated weapon present?
Was an opportunity weapon present?
Violent ‘Y’ Ticks
Ignore values of 0 when multiplying
Breakdown ‘Y’ Ticks

Social ‘Y’ Ticks
X

Violent ‘Y’ Ticks
X

TOTAL
=

*Professional judgement should always be used. If you feel that this incident
should be graded HIGHER then do so, and explain why on the next page.

Victim Name

N

Date of incident

GOLD 72+
SILVER 16-71
BRONZE 1-15

/

SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR IDENTIFIED RISK FACTORS
ALL TEXT BELOW MUST BE IN LEGIBLE BLOCK CAPITALS

Has the Victim or Perpetrator been involved in Domestic Abuse outside the
Merseyside Area? If Yes include location here:
Victim Name

Date of incident

Yes

No

